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There is no shadow of a doubt that the hottest topic of the
maritime technology space is Blockchain and how it is going
to transform our commercial operations. In its ideal form,
blockchain platform is a distributed ledger which records
transactions between parties in a verifiable and, most
importantly, permanent way by using a cryptographic hash.
When all major parties approve and implement a single
blockchain system, then the entire commercial channel
would be transformed into a super rapid, secure and totally
digitalized environment. However, dreams do not come true
especially when it smells ‘monopoly’ of moderating such a
massive and confidential digital network.
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"…Distributed digital
ledgers can mitigate
the mistrust that
exists among
transacting parties.
Yet this same
mistrust makes it
hard to bring
together diverse
participants into a
common blockchain
ecosystem."
Resolving the Blockchain
Paradox in Transportation
and Logistics,
Boston Consulting Group,
January 29, 2019

Since 2017, there are various blockchain initiatives developed by liner shipping
firms, and none of them has persuaded their major competitors to join their
platform and consolidate the blockchain networks. Only Global Shipping
Business Network (GSBN) was relatively successful on gathering 4 liner shipping
firms in their platform (Oracle Blockchain with CargoSmart). In other words, none
of blockchain systems is welcomed as the industry standard of a legitimate
monopoly in the network. Most probably, that will not be happening in the next
decade (even longer). Then, the emergent question is how these liner shipping
blockchains will communicate with each other and ensure the connectivity along
the same line with mobile carriers or the Internet.

Intra- and Inter-Alliance Connectivity of Blockchain
Blockchain platforms of today are more of a document digitalization instrument
instead of an ideal system as we mentioned above. In any case, a blockchain
system may help to bypass various paperwork and customs operations which
are significantly painful in undeveloped and developing countries. Even in onecompany-blockchain system, it has productivity gains and improved efficiencies
for internal operations. While it is very convenient for the liner shipping firm, the
disconnected blockchain space is a bit mess for users.
The idea of blockchain is initially expected to lift boundaries between transacting
parties by offering a new way of authentication and digital ledger. When all
parties agree and join one single blockchain initiative, all paperwork and
transactions would be securely shifted to this new digital space. By utilizing the
digital distributed ledger system, there would be no gap left to manipulations and
counterfeit. The digital integration of all commercial transactions is a sort of
consolidation, and in theory, all consolidations would improve ‘economy of scale’,
productivity, efficiency and so on. The idea of central planning is not far different
than the blockchain approach.

Liner shipping
alliances and
Blockchain alliances
are formed
inconsistently which
eventually led to interalliance as well as
intra-alliance
connectivity problem.

The problem with this theoretically excellent idea is the definition of a supreme
and legitimate intermediary of fully connected blockchain initiative or the
orchestrator of blockchains. As far as those blockchains cannot be connected
and communicate properly, how can the industry reap the benefit of this
revolutionising idea at the macro level? In the last few years, many carriers have
invested in blockchain initiatives and collaborated with leading blockchain
developers. Currently, there are six major blockchain initiatives that digitizes the
global trade, which differs from their corresponding liner shipping alliances! For
example, all carriers in 2M+H alliance have their own blockchain initiatives
disconnected from their partners in the shipping alliance (i.e. Trade Lens, Maqta
Gateway and Samsung SDS). Inconsistency between shipping alliances and
blockchain initiatives will eventually cause posterior problems such as
interoperability and disconnection. An average freight forwarder working with
various carriers will need to connect with these disconnected blockchain
initiatives in different standards and protocols. There is no dedicated connector
for this blockchain network.
Contrarily, CargoSmart has pooled a significant number of carriers in its initiative,
“GSBN” consisting of The OCEAN ALLIANCE members and Yang Ming Marine
Transport Corp, and currently leads the blockchain space with over 30% market
share (as per cargo volume). Out of the top 10 liner shipping firms, only HapagLloyd has not released an announcement on developing a blockchain initiative
in digitizing the global trade. However, since Yang Ming Marine Transport Corp
– a member of THE ALLIANCE has joined GSBN, it gives Hapag-Lloyd a
justifiable reason to be a part of it.
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Figure 1. Maritime Blockchain consortiums.

POLITICAL VACUUM
Absence of a
supreme
orchestrator in the
blockchain space
causes a great
political vacuum.
Many blockchain
initiatives have been
introduced to the
industry while no
regulatory authority
is identified to
oversee this
tremendous
development and
most importantly to
develop standards
for connectivity
among various
blockchain systems.
The power of
vacuum grows
gradually with
authority gap in
standardization.
Who is going to be
the supreme
orchestrator?

Global Governance Problem: Political Vacuum in the
Digitalization of Commercial Shipping
The absence of a connector in the blockchain network is a growing problem,
and no organization has claimed the responsibility for this problem yet. In this
circumstance, a political vacuum gains strength with the delay of such
connectivity platform and standardization of blockchain data exchange protocols.
Who is going to be the connector, the orchestrator, of this network? Most
importantly, the connector of this network must be an impartial and trustable
institution which would be adopted as the supreme authority. So, the blockchain
idea has initiated an institutional demand for interoperability and connectivity of
many bounded initiatives.
There are international organizations such as World Trade Organization (WTO)
or the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) which
essentially promotes and deals with trade facilitation. WTO or UNCTAD may take
a role on this gap. Classification Societies have a long history of being adopted
as trustable agents by governments and organizations. They may intervene in
this growing deal. Blockchain may be an ignition point of discussions on
legitimacy and standardization of various digital initiatives. Electronic documents
will also lead this kind of after-effects.
Following International Maritime Organisation (IMO) that has a long history in the
safety and security of shipping, the concept on creating international shipping
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standards could be interchangeable and adopted by WTO or UNCTAD. By
providing a forum where international standards can be discussed, created,
agreed, adopted and implemented by member states could help facilitate the
movement of digitalizing the global trade. Ultimately, all 3 that was mentioned
are under the United Nations and could set a new beginning that will facilitate the
development of blockchain. Blockchain may be an ignition point of discussions
on legitimacy and standardization of various digital initiatives. Electronic
documents will also lead this kind of after-effects.

The Blockchain Roaming Model
De Facto Standard
for enterprise
Blockchain has
become a standard
not because it has
been approved by
a standards
organization but
because it is widely
used and
recognized by the
industry.

A viable solution to the problem is the roaming model of mobile network
operators. However, the roaming model needs a standard data exchange
protocol which is currently ignored in the blockchain space. Initial attempts to
establish a de facto standard for maritime blockchain space did not really work.
Efforts on the de facto standard for enterprise Blockchain needs to evolve into an
interoperable level. Almost all blockchain initiatives have their own unique data
protocol which does not support interoperability. Aside from the technical inputs,
gaps can also be found in areas of trade practices, customs procedures, legal
jurisdiction and financial interest of differing countries. These gaps can be further
categorised into critical focus points that needs to be addressed such as
Organisational Interoperability, Legal Interoperability, Semantic Interoperability
and Technical Interoperability. Hence, the hinderance of interoperability is not
within the technical level but consists of various factors along the line of
movement of goods in the digital supply chain itself.
Because of this, a Blockchain governance needs to be developed to create
policies and standards that helps to achieve interoperability. It can only be
achieved with a cooperative standardisation among diverse initiatives and the
governance of it is not governed by no one person, company, organisation or
government. The big question is “Who is going to be the supreme orchestrator?”

Figure 2. Compatibility, de facto standard (naturally accepted standard) and
interoperability of system (officially approved industry standard).
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In 2019, it is expected that there will be new blockchain initiatives, but they are
not concentrated in providing solutions to the inefficiencies of any industry.
Instead, it will be a chain of initiatives that will connect the dots in blockchain to
achieve interoperability. These initiatives will help to decentralise the network
further into the macro level environment. However, an international body is
required to direct these initiatives into a cooperative standardisation. Without it,
the scalability of interoperability will not be at maximum.
In years to come, when these initiatives are realised and connected by
cooperative standards, we can proudly say that blockchain has revolutionised
the global trade by lowering the barriers of entry, expanding the pipeline of
businesses and bringing new growth to the trade volumes leading to an increase
in volume of goods transported and every stakeholders of the supply chain will
profit from it.
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BLOCKCHAIN ROAMING
By Okan Duru (Ph.D.) and Muhammad Imran Md Zin

The future of Blockchain technology that has the ability to recognise, interact and communicate across
all Blockchain networks, which itself is a globally distributed network. The network is to be governed
by a decentralised and interconnected by a group of international multi-stakeholders consisting of
international and national organisations, governments, the private sector and core developers.

CHALLENGES:

INTEROPERABILITY & SERVICES

POLITICAL VACUUM

A complete interoperable Blockchain ecosystem that connects
operations and services globally.
The ecosystem lowers the barriers of entry that expands the
pipeline and growth in international trade.

31.8%

WHO IS GOING TO
CONNECT THE DOTS
IN BLOCKCHAIN?

of TEU Global Market
Share

GLOBAL SHIPPING
BUSINESS NETWORK

CargoSmart
Cosco Group
CMA CGM
Evergreen
Yang Ming

19.7%
of TEU Global Market Share

TRADELENS

IBM
APM-Maersk
Pacific Int. Line

Absence of a supreme orchestrator in the
blockchain space causes a great political
vacuum. Many blockchain initiatives have
been introduced to the industry while no
regulatory authority is identiﬁed to oversee this tremendous development and
most importantly to develop standards
for connectivity among various blockchain
systems. The power of vacuum grows
gradually with authority gap in standardization. Who is going to be the supreme
orchestrator?

14.4%
of TEU Global Market Share

Maqta Gateway
Mediterranean
Shg Co

LACK OF STANDARDISATION
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6.7%

POLICIES & STANDARDS

of TEU Global Market Share

NTT Data Corp
K Line
MOL
NYK

1.9%
of TEU Global Market Share

Samsung SDS
Hyundai M.M
CONTAINER
OPERATORS
TERMINAL
OPERATORS

The creation of shared policies and
standards that maintains the
Blockchain’s global interoperability
for digital supply chain. Policies are
built on the framework, principles,
procedures that shape the use of
the technology. Standards help to
deﬁne common protocols, languages, semantics, messages and
formats.

CUSTOM
AUTHORITIES
FREIGHT
FORWARDERS
CARGO
OWNERS
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TRADE FINANCE BLOCKCHAIN CONSORTIA
(Voltron / We.Trade / Marco Polo / Batavia)

A rapid growth in the development of Blockchain Initiatives
from various industries using
diﬀering technologies such as
Ethereum, HyperLedger, R3
Corda and etc.

MULTI - BLOCKCHAIN INITIATIVES

With an increasing number of developments in Blockchain technology consisting
of many diﬀerent networks, it has caused
an ineﬃcient standardisation. A single
standardisation seems impossible but a
cooperative standardisation among diversity is required to achieve interoperability.
What
cooperative
standardisations
should be created in areas of data
exchange, digital trade practices, customs
procedures, legal jurisdictions, ﬁnancial
interests and technical inputs?

NO PROVEN UNIVERSAL
APPLICATION

Current initiatives from various multinational corporations are still in the early
stage. They are deployed and concentrated on a micro-scale environment. But
how can the application be shifted to
reach a macro-scale environment without creating a digital monopoly? The full
potential of Blockchain cannot be
realised until it has reached a global scale
and no one person, company, organisation or government has full control over
it.
Design Credit: Nur Aaiyisah Sahar
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